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6th QUARTERLY MEETING PROCEEDINGS - 3rd SEPTEMBER 2014 METHODIST HALL CASTLE STREET, MATATIELE 
 
1. Meeting started at 10:30 
2. Opening prayer by Mr Spotsi. 
  
3. Welcome and briefing by guest Chairperson Lwazi Khuzwayo (FireWise/ Kishugu) 
Introductions by members from different stakeholders: DAFF (forestry), CSA, ERS, LIMA, DEDEAT, WESSA, ANDM, ONR, MDTP, ECPTA, 
Apologies noted from: 
Sandy Heather and Nick King from SWC, Mark Dent UKZN, Nosisa Ndaba DEDEAT, Basi Khathali ANDM, Cobus Theron EWT, Sue 
Carter-Brown LIMA, Nolufefe from SaveAct, Julie Clarke DBSA, Tshepo Leshodu Mehloding & Freedom Challenge, Joyce Loza MDTP. 
 
4. Reading of previous minutes and updates. 
Approved and seconded with minor spelling corrections. Matters arising below. 
 
5. Matters arising 

 Catchment Management Agency establishment process on hold awaiting endorsement by Minister: Siziwe Blie from DWAS is the 
contact person keeping UCPP up to date. Sine and Nicky sitting on Advisory Working Group. 

 Freedom Challenge event for Heritage day will be on the 24th September 2014 at Mpharane location, organised by Mehloding. 
Emails for invitations to follow. People encouraged to support this event. 

 UCPP work highly appreciated by government through several positive comments and increased collaboration in planning. 

 Recommendation to have thematic meetings so as to best serve members and keep partnership alive and productive. 

 Nicky urged people to respond to the email survey about the partnership. Only 9 responses so far. It will be sent again. We need 
the stakeholders to be able to say if we are having an impact. 

 Mapping: need partners to indicate on the map where they work and types of work. 

 Nolu working on finalizing the newspaper. Various stakeholders can send any articles they want to be published in the newspaper 
directly to Nolu ASAP. Sine explained to new partners what Vubuzela is about. Next issue is coming out in Oct/Nov. 
 

 
6. Focus is on fire prevention:  
 
6.1 Fire Presentation by Sipho Goge, reserve manager from ONR 
The entire reserve is a fire hotspot, 90% of the reserve has been burnt almost every season. We need to come together in combating fires 
before they occur. Most fires are caused by humans mainly;  
(1) Cattle herders on the adjacent mountain in Lesotho and SA start these fires and they end-up in the reserve. 
(2) We need to teach and/or raise awareness for our surrounding communities. 
(3) Conflict of interest among natural resource harvesters within the reserve. 
(4) Trespassers from Lesotho side due to unfenced parts of the reserve which is very hard to maintain since fire comes from all sides of the 
reserve. 
Problem with the terrain of the reserve because it is mountainous. The reserve boundary is not clear to everyone, but trying to complete 
fencing this year. 
Have WoF teams in reserve (22 persons) to respond to veld fires 
 
Way forward 
To negotiate with present stakeholders on how to manage this. 
ECPTA has defined the boundary of the reserve, awaiting negotiating long with South African and Lesotho ministers and funding from 
minister. 
Fencing around the reserve already taking place. 
Need awareness outreach with neighbours 
Need better fire prevention and response inside reserve with large biomass 
 
Monitoring system 
Law enforcement; patrols by field rangers, observation posts in hotspots, stop and search 
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For safety purposes they have deployed people to alert the surrounding community about any fires arising. 
Liaison with community forum. Debriefing and response procedures need improvement. 
 
Challenges 
Nature of terrain 
Herders starting fires 
Conflict of interest 
Unpredictable and extreme wind speeds 
 
Sipho described the fire incidents that happened and emphasized on educating people in their minds about fire because mostly are started 
by humans. Environmental management is actually people management. 
Their present stakeholders: WoF, FPA, Local Municipality, MDTP, communities 
 
Looking at collaboration arrangements within the partners. 
Experiencing problems with transporting the equipment due to lack of transport. 
Seeking better collaboration with Local and District Municipality.  
 
Gaps and Challenges 
Firefighting training 
Working tools and equipment 
Fully fenced reserve 
Staff and capacity 
Monitoring of people harvesting grass 
Strengthening relations with local people 
Fire awareness campaigns 
Support and collaboration with stakeholders 
Full MDTP participation 
Having Mpimpa hotspot so that people can report fires immediately when they occur so as minimize the damages. 
 
 
6.2 Presentation by Toto Msaseni, from ECPTA People & Parks  
Described need and possible strategy for: 
Community fire prevention teams 
Stakeholder mobilization 
Definition of roles 
Scheduling of interventions 
Use various methodologies to target various groups. Targets: NGO’s, Schools, Communities, Leaders, Youth, Stakeholders. 
 
Key Stakeholders: DEDEAT, DAFF, Traditional Leaders, Ward Councilors, FireWise/Kishugu, CSA, Department of Health, MDTP. 
Have a meeting at CSA office on 18th September 2014 at 11:00 
 
6.3 Update of MDTP-hosted Fire workshop held at end of July- summary of main presentations and outcomes. 
 
Joyce Loza (MDTP conservation specialist) gave an update on their MTDP Fire Management workshop held on the 29th & 30th July 2014 
at Royal Hotel in Matat. The aim was to attract relevant stakeholders and share ideas. The purpose of their previous meeting was to 
strengthen collaboration amongst stakeholders, identifying other stakeholders, focusing on targeted areasAlso to focus on main causes of 
fire and effective prevention. 
 
They were also looking at:- 

 Their existing collaboration in both countries (Lesotho and South Africa). 

 Availability of resources, whether they adequate or not and if there is a way of sharing resources. 

 Challenges like availability of staff and awareness within communities. 

 When not to burn by focusing on variables such as weather. 
Some of the questions raised:  how do we deal with issues of fire with immediate response and no delays? 
Currently we have Kishugu working on preventing fire. Problems we have encountered are accessing areas in the mountains towards the 
catchment. 
 
MTPD is developing an Integrated Fire Management Plan, aimed at preventing fires crossing from Lesotho to South Africa. 
Detecting fire as early as possible, with sufficient tools, before they cause damage. 
Identifying areas that need rehabilitation after fires. 
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Challenges  
Capacity 
Effective communication 
Collaboration & support and resource sharing. 
Integrated fire management plans 
Awareness for Fire detection, Prevention and Fire suppression 
Prescribed burning 
Allocation of resources and coordinated fire management. 
Post fire rehabilitation. 
 
Resolutions & Actions 
Policies and agreements (MDTP) 
FPA support 
Clear role definition 
Learning exchanges 
Identify capacity building needs 
Community awareness plan 
Role of municipalities 
Resource pooling. 
 
Identify possible linkages of umbrella bodies involved in fires across borders. Planning on having an Integrated Management Plan that will 
beuseful for all stakeholders in sub-region. 
 
6.4 Presentation by Lwazi from Kishugu (formerly FireWise) 
Explained Kishugu and their 11 divisions (companies), operating as a Non Profit Company. Explained their evolution from Fire Wise. 
Their objective is to improve general human safety and security, establishing good land and fire management practices. 
 
Process 
Educating communities on preventative measures against fire. They seek to protect people and property against wild fires. Emphasized that 
they prevent fire and not fighting fire. They provide training on how to protect assets and lives from fire, and basic firefighting for their 
beneficiaries. They also do door to door fire awareness. 
 
 
6.5 Presentation by Ian Henderson from EC Working on Fire. 
Alleviating poverty program through providing training and income. People get training for 25 days and get skills such as entrepreneurship.. 
Objective- controlling unwanted fires through providing training, equipment, wages, clothing. 
All they (WoF) making sure their teams are managed properly.  
Issues- providing vehicles for all 29 teams difficult due to financial reasons, have got funding from government which is not yet finalized. 
- WoF teams are not the initial fire fighters, they provide support at fires. What we do is make fire breaks and help prevent fires. 
They do awareness on fire at schools and in communities. Support and assist in the formation of FPA, not initial implementers. 
Ian noted that saw 50 fires between Mount Fletcher and Maclear on way here! 
Concern- how to help people prevent/ control fires? Communities are the initial attack teams, WoF is supporting. 
 
6.6 Presentation by Zolile Vuko, Disater management and fire chief of the ANDM. 
Fire service started 2003. Members of the service are properly trained and equipped. 
Problem- do not have enough funds for operating. 
 
Objectives 
Ensure fire services in all jurisdictions are presented. 
To make sure fire does not happen at all. 
Protect people and property against fire. 
 
ANDM fire services roles  
Integrating all services seeking to fight fires. 
Coordinating and fighting any fires. 
 
ANDM Strategies: 
Public information on fire, and raising awareness in schools and communities from early age. 
Computing emergency response firefighting teams in further areas of district. 
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Volunteer teams do not work, we need to provide incentives. 
Have established a team of 18 people in ward 26. They taught people how to fight fire at early stages, extinguishing fire before its out of 
control. Person found responsible for fire fined R1500 regardless of the damages. 
 
Actions 
Piloting across district, with Stipends in 2 local municipalities 
Community training in fire management without endangering themselves. 
Impose penalties for fire starters. 
Fire prevention team – visit urban and rural areas during inspections. 
 
6.7 Presentation by Phumlani Maqashalala,  Community facilitator from CSA  
Gave background of Ongeluksnek Nature Reserve and fire incidents that took place there this year. 
Fire incidences in Thaba chicha area due to high biomass. Fires normal around June/July, but recent 2014 fire was worst with 4 lives lost 
and damage to houses. 
 
Need interventions by municipality before fire season, through awareness of ward committees and local leadership, and provision of 
equipment. 
 
Common causes 
Careless use of fires at livestock posts 
Dry grass burning on windy days. 
Burning when humidity is low. 
No fire fighters and equipment, combined with lack of awareness 
 
Problems 
Locked gates at reserve: fire in the reserve was very hard to manage due to fencing in the reserve so people had no access. 
High fuel load in the reserve. 
 
6.8 Presentation by Rob Rawlins - Cedarville farmers association 
Cedarville fire ran all the way to Kokstad destroying thousands of livestock and hectares grazing and 2 lives.  
Started due to human error on very windy day. Wrong decisions affected initial response.  
Fire breaks were made the previous day which was a good day to burn but they did not check if everything was properly extinguished. Fire 
incident was on the 15th June 2014. Second incident was caused by a farmer who did not burn on a good day. Local knowledge is important. 
Lessons we have learnt include carelessness because one of the farmers left a burning log which sparked fire on a windy day. We have 
learnt that being too emotionally involved is not useful!  e.g. if your farm is burning let your neighboring farmer take control of the situation 
to avoid stupid mistakes. We learnt that we should make fire breaks on time. Fire does not respect borders. Assistance can come from 
anywhere.Onlookers can create problems and endanger themselves. 
 
6.9 Presenation by Thinus Botha from EC UFPA 
Gave background of the ECUFPA based in Ugie. We have 63 FPAs currently in EC, 45 registered and 32 to be registered but the big 
question is out of those 63 how many are actually operating? There are 3 FPA’s in Matatiele; Thusa Sechaba, Lebele and Eyethu.  
Matatiele is classified as a high fire danger area. 
 
To be successful in the umbrella FPA we need to focus on these key indicators:-  
Fire Protection Association development and functionality,  
Correct Financial management. 
Community training and awareness programmes. 
Aerial and ground support 
Incident command 
Administration support. 
 
Our website has weather monitors and enough information to tell on whether it is a good day to burn or not. 
 
Main Challenges for ECUFPA 
Educate FPA’s to comply with NVFPA (?) 
Restructuring FPA’s for becoming effective units. 
Financing FPAs in Eastern Cape, through membership and cooperation. 
 
Challenges submitted to the minister 
State and Municipal landowner membership on FPA. 
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Enforcement of Act 101 & FPA member rules. 
Financial support to FPA. 
Dedicated managers. 
Fire awareness. 
Fire investigator and peace officer training- enforce compliance. 
A lot of equipment isn’t really going to help if people not properly trained. 
 
Discussion and inputs: 
Mme Sissie recommended that we have fire discussion in March, implement this in March, before next season. Put gates in place for 
reserve access. 
Joyce- task team in place for implementation but since we have new stakeholders can they identify their roles in becoming part of the task 
team. 
Mr Spotsi- can we have stakeholders who will stay the distance. Monday and Wednesday we had a meeting, we were under the impression 
that we will get the report by now because tomorrow we are meeting with the Premier. 
Sine- spoken with ward 14 Councilor Baba to assist on this task team. 
Thinus- it’s also important for FPA to report on all fires not just disaster fires. We need to quantify it and start on small fires. We can record 
monthly statistics and start reporting and monitoring. 
Zuko- Phumlani mentioned that they need equipment from the Municipality, this is not just the‘Municipality’s baby’, and we should all take 
part. 
Toto - the problem is we do not have this on the operating budget. 
Sine - there is government act already in place. I cannot say who should buy this. 
Lumko suggested disaster management to put this in their plan on their IDP. 
Ntate Lesia - We as Mehloding, we have talked with traditional leaders to make them understand the impacts of unmanaged fire on the 
tourism side. Umzimvubu catchment and its partners should go to our leaders and present the information they have now. Tell our 
community and children that fire is prohibited and dnagerous. UCPP members teach our people about what these fires are doing in our 
community. 
 
Ntate Makoro from Batlokoa apologised for not speaking English: translated: I’m from Batlokoa Traditional Trust in Lebenya area. I want to 
say how this was formed. It was established to boost the local economy on natural resources. I will start on fire.... 
We have looked at different ways on fighting fire and we would like our youth to be trained and get equipment for fighting fire. Getting 
vehicles so that we can rush first when there is fire. Have fire awareness and lastly on teaching people not to play with fire. We have 
established bylaws:- R 1000.00 fine for causing fire. For people who do not help who are under 60 years we will fine them R 100.00. I would 
also like to send my sincere condolences for people who have lost their lives and property in these fire disasters. 
 
7. Other items: 
 
7.1 WESSA  
Laura Conde - thank you for accommodating us here, we are working on the Umgeni side, part of the UCPP too. Thembeka is  
working on a programme in designing decision making in river health and citizen science. 
We have been working to enhance google website- make sure its quicker and got funding on finalizing smartphone app for inputting data . 
Phumeza form WESSA- we are selecting schools for the MiniSASS programme, we are focusing on schools along the rivers, so far we have 
8 schools. 
 
Lemson Betha: explained Ecological infrastructure - Umngeni stakeholders working in securing the ecological infrastructure of the catchment 
for water supply. Aiming and working with the authorities to appreciate the ecological infrastructure of the catchment. 
 
Nicky gave a brief on the agenda of tomorrow’s gathering for developing a baseline and monitoring system for ecosystem health trends, 
integrating citizen sience methods. All welcome to join, at ERS offices from 9am. 
 
 
7.2  INR- Sian Oosthuizen 
Stakeholder engagement focus – have developed participatory role playing game to: 

 Encourage and guide Participation in resource management 

 Play out reality and self analyse 

 Facilitate Integration 

 Provide Training 

 Platform for discussion 
 
Creative game that catchment residents can identify with. 
In-depth consideration for the target group on activities  for example growing crops: nNeed soil, water, money and labor. 
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Perceptions and challenges of different stakeholder groups catered for. 
We need to get buy-in from the people on the ground, teaching them how to manage the environment. 
 
Effectiveness of the tool 

 Bringing games back to reality;  

 Its cost effective 

 Time efficient 

 Rapid understanding 

 Eliminates tension and conflict-targets issues not persons 

 Global language 

 Gaming has future applications. 
 
 
8. Announcements:-  
Royal Bakoena Community Trust is asking for land use planning support for land in their jurisdiction so that they have a proper utilization 
plan. Please communicate through CSA or ERS office. 
    
Date for the next meeting 
3rd December 2014 in Matatiele, same venue. Next meeting theme will focus on water. 
 
All thanked for their support, collaboration and great work on the ground. 
Lunch served by local ladies group. 
 
 
Please see attendance register attached for participants’ contact details. 


